QUALITY
ENDURENCE

PASSION
Across sports cars, single seaters, motorcycle racing and
further aﬁeld, the Gulf brand is associated with winning,
whatever the discipline.
Gulf Race Fuels now aspires to take its oﬀer to other global
markets, via a dedicated blending facility in Europe. Race,
rally, aftermarket and historic fuels are now all available,
with each product tailored to the unique requirements of
the speciﬁc discipline.

„JI'm happy with the performance of the fuel this weekend and can tell instantly it's having a
good eﬀect on the engine. I
t's great to be working witch such an established brand in motorsport like Gulf Race Fuels and
i'm excited to see what we can achieve, throughout the championship."
- Jari Huttunen

GULF RALLY
Our uniquely formulated fuel helps to provide increases in power and performance for
both turbocharged and naturally aspirated engines. Furthermore, the fuel meets the
most stringent of requirements such as FIA certiﬁcation and appendix J compliance,
allowing it to be used throughout all rally disciplines.
Most important features:
• developed without compromise provides signiﬁcant power increases in a range of
diﬀerent applications
• dedicated for turbocharged engines. Optimized for R5 category cars. FIA 2020 compliant
• requires speciﬁc engine mapping and tuning
Product availability: drums 50L.

GULF
RACING 102
Our 102 formula is a consistent and reliable fuel that provides an increase in performance
across many diﬀerent applications. The fuel can also be used at all levels of motorsport
from professional to amateur as it is both FIA and Motorsport UK compliant.
Most important features:
• developed without compromise provides signiﬁcant power increases in a range of
diﬀerent applications
• FIA 2020 compliant
• dedicated for turbocharged engines
Product availability: drums 50L.

GULF
RACING 116
Gulf 116 is a leaded, non-oxygenated fuel designed for supercharged, turbocharged and
nitrous applications. The high-quality and consistent fuel provides superior detonation
protection at all levels.
Most important features:
1 leaded fuel. Best suited for drag racing applications where oxygenated fuels are
permitted
2. high increase of horsepower and torque gains compared to other leaded fuels
3 requires speciﬁc engine mapping and tuning
Product availability: drums 50L.

GULF
MAX 116
Gulf Max 116 is a leaded, oxygenated fuel that increases power for both turbocharged
and naturally aspirated engines. The formula directly increases both horsepower and
torque by providing superior detonation protection and ensuring optimal performance
which could be the ultimate competitive diﬀerence.
Most important features:
1. leaded fuel. Best suited for drag
racing applications where
oxygenated fuels are permitted
2. high increase of horsepower and
torque gains compared to other
eaded fuels
3. requires speciﬁc engine mapping
and tuning
Product availability: drums 50L.

GULF
PERFORMANCE PLUS
Gulf Performance Plus is arguably the most versatile fuel on the market. Its highly
oxygenated formula produces extreme power increases for both turbocharged and
naturally aspirated engines. Fuel choice is critical to vehicle set-up and can be the
diﬀerence between podium and the rest of the pit lane. Gulf Performance Plus is the
perfect formula for competitors in race series that have ﬂexible fuel specs – providing the
opportunity for a competitive advantage.
Most important features:
1. most powerful unleaded fuel
2. the high octane and oxygen content fuel will allow your engine’s ECU to auto-map and
take advantage of the full performance.
3. blended from diﬀerent components containing outstanding energy content.
Product availability: drums 55L.

UNSTOPABLE

QUALITY
The Warter Racing fuel production process is based on a production
line which, thanks to the implemented control systems, allows the
creation of the highest quality fuel.
Moreover, all fuel components are manufactured by our reﬁnery,
which allows us to track and control the whole production process.
Thanks to that we are able to create a product that is fully
repeatable.

WARTER
RACING FUELS 102
New, professional racing fuel for R5 and R3 class cars. The most powerful, meeting the FIA
standards regulations. This gasoline has been specially developed and improved for new
generation engines with direct fuel injection.
Product availability: drums 18L, 53L.

WARTER
RACING FUELS 102+
Warter Racing 102+ is a fuel with high-performance parameters, which have been conﬁrmed by tests carried out on the race track and a dynamometer designed for tuning sports
engines. It is a product recommended for racing teams focusing on high quality and
excellent parameters at an attractive price. Each fuel type is subjected to appropriate
tests. Our gasoline goes on sale only after meeting a number of requirements of technical
conditions.
Warter Racing 102+ high-octane fuel meets the highest quality and performance standards.
Product availability: drums 53L.

WARTER
RACING E85R
Warter Racing Fuel E85 purchased at petrol stations can contain
from 68% to 79% ethanol, and the mixture varies according to the
season. When buying the Warter E85R you can be sure of 100%
repeatability of fuel composition.
Due to the exceptionally high oxygen content, we recommend to
calculate an increase in fuel consumption of up to 40% compared
to traditional petrol.

Kontakt

Gulf | Warter Racing
Tomasz Kowal, Sales Manager
+48 511 211 277

tomek@warterracing.com
tomasz@gulfracefuels.eu
Production facility

+48 24 362 50 90
ul. Chemików 5, 09-411 Płock, Polska

We ship our fuel directly to the address provided anywhere and everywhere. Whether it is a service park
or a test track. You say when and where and we deliver.

Gulf Online | Warter Racing Online
www.gulfracing.eu
www.warter.shop

